
SUBHA 
Dare to care! 



Logline

A family of mystery solving heroes protect the sacred jungle from 
greedy plunderers with the help of the wild animals.



ABOUT THE SHOW

Treacherous villains are polluting, poaching and pillaging rare plants, animals and 
minerals from the sacred mystical jungle. Rising up against them, the eclectic family of 
nature heroes, brave Subha, quick-witted Kittu, tech-savvy Bala, and their 
animal-whispering grandma, Pagdaloo, solve mysteries with the help of the baby 
Bengal tiger, Shakti and the scouting Eagle, Gholu, to chase away the villains and 
protect their jungle. 



WORLD and SETTING



The Mystical Jungle - Tiger Land 

A sacred jungle home to endangered wild animals, 
rare trees, birds, medicinal herbs and magnificent 
Bengal Tigers. It is believed that mutated creatures 
live deep in the jungle, and the Tigers are the only 
other creatures that can enter those regions. The 
news that the tigers can lead them to the unknown 
mutated animals , excites a lot of tourists and  
unfortunately also attracts evil who want to control 
these powerful animals.





A village surrounded by a dense Mystical Jungle, 
on the periphery of the magnificent Eastern Ghats. 
The blue glowing caves are the team's HQ.
Dimili village is self-sufficient. Each family barters 
their produce. The families are cordial, helpful and 
celebrate all festivals together. With traditional 
courtyard houses for families and open air schools 
for children, Dimili preserves culture while 
embracing technology. The age old tradition is to 
protect and preserve the Tiger Land, by force when 
needed. 

The Jungle Town - Dimli





CHARACTERS



SUBHA

Energetic, sensitive, fierce, witty and loyal, 
9 year-old Subha is the leader of the 
Nature Warriors because of her readiness 
to protect her family, her village and the 
jungle from danger. 







KITTU

A chubby, naughty, fearless prankster who 
is excited about everything. Kittu is 
extremely creative and solves some 
impossible puzzles with wacky ideas!







BALA

A 12-year old tech-genius who is the 
brains of the nature warriors. Crafts super 
cool gadgets including his own wheelchair, 
and runs the HQ. He’s the brains of the 
team.







GRANNY (PAGDALOO)

She is the witty, wise, free-spirited, village 
Chief with an encyclopedic knowledge of 
the jungle and an unmatched zest for life. 
Granny is the designated driver of the 
heroes’ jungle jeep! She calls out to the 
jungle beings to get the heroes out of 
many sticky situations.









Shakti and Gholu



THE KIDS - FUN AND GAMES









THE VILLAINS



GANI - King of illegal Mining in the Jungle



MANI - Pharma mogul plundering insects from the Jungle



ONI - Mad Scientist conducting experiments on Jungle animals



HIDIMBA - Crooked Businessman profiteering from pollution



BLIMEY - Billionaire Real-Estate fraudster



BRAT and BRUTE - Comical incompetent henchmen



JARA - Leader of the henchmen. Brawn over brains.



SURUPI - Sweet talking double-agent



THE STORY ENGINE

● Cold open every episode with the evil villains/henchmen creating a NEW MYSTERIOUS PROBLEM 
for the jungle. 

● The THEME SONG leads us into the daily routines of our characters. 
● A DISTRESS SIGNAL from Gholu,the scouting eagle, alerts the heroes, and they assemble in their 

HQ to INVESTIGATE the mysterious problem. 
● With Kittu’s cheeky schemes, Bala’s techy tools, Subha’s never-give up attitude, and Grandma’s 

animal communication abilities, the heroes find CLUES and arrive at the site of the problem. 
● Their attempts to solve the mystery are COMPLICATED by the henchmen, distressed animals, and 

their own mistakes, putting the heroes in peril. 
● Summoning HELP FROM OTHER ANIMALS, the heroes fight the henchmen, and finding clever 

solutions from their mistakes, they SOLVE THE MYSTERIOUS PROBLEM.  
● Rescuing and RESTORING PEACE to the distressed animals the heroes return to the town, where 

everyone sings praises about the amazing heroes. 
 



TONE and STYLE

The series combines from the beloved 
detective story into the realm of 
action-adventure comedy. 



Scheming to retrieve a rare mineral for their bomb from the impenetrable Tiger Habitat, Gani and Oni trap their remote-controlled Robot Tiger Cub in the jungle as a 
decoy. Gholu notices the trapped cub and relays a distress signal to the HQ.

 THEME SONG.

Back in the village, Kittu swings with monkeys, Subha practices archery while Grandma pedicures Shakti’s nails. Bala receives Gholu’s rescue signal in the HQ and 
alerts the others. Kittu and Subha spring into action. With Bala’s guidance, the kids rescue the cub and return it to the Tiger Habitat unaware that it’s a robot.

Once inside the Tiger habitat, Gani and Oni cheerfully trigger poison gas from the robot cub, which knocks Kittu, Subha, Gholu and all the Tigers unconscious. 
Transforming into a menacing Robotic Tiger, Oni’s remote-controlled robot drills out the rare mineral and rushes away to the villain’s HQ.  

Watching from Gholu’s surveillance camera, a horrified Bala calls Grandma, who sends Shakti to save the kids and prepares antidotes for poisoned tigers.Shakti 
rescues the kids. Resolving to stop the evil Robot, Subha mounts Shakti and Kittu gives chase swinging along vines and tree branches.

Fearing failure, Gani and Oni release vicious Spider Robots to stop the kids. Kittu escapes his Spider bot, wrangling it in the tree vines, while narrowly avoiding falling 
from the tree. Subha and Shakti pounce and crush the Spider bot after a brief fight and continue their pursuit.

Administering the antidote to the Tigers in the habitat, Grandma catches up with Kittu, Subha, Shakti. The heroes surround the Robot Tiger. But with Oni’s crafty 
remote maneuvering, the Robot leaps, shrinks and uses speed boost, exhausting the heroes and dashes towards the villains HQ. 

As the Robot Tiger prepares her booster to leap over the jungle fence, into the villains HQ, Subha rallies the tired nature-heroes for one last push. Gholu zooms past 
the Robot with a signal blocker, which Bala uses to block Oni’s remote control. The Robot Tiger goes haywire. Using Shakti to propel herself into the air, Subha 
launches arrows and knocks the rare mineral from the Robot Tiger’s grasp. Kittu snatches the mineral from the air, and Grandma catches Kittu in her Jeep.

With Gani and Oni fuming over another failed attempt, the heroes return the rare mineral to the tiger habitat and celebrate another successful mission with a smiling 
selfie. 

SAMPLE EPISODE #1 - RARE MINERAL



When Mani and his henchmen trap two adult Rhinos to harvest their horns, the helpless baby Rhino escapes into the jungle. Gholu notices the distressed baby Rhino and sends a rescue 
signal to the HQ.

THEME SONG. 

The nature-hero family put aside their daily routines and respond to the rescue call. With Bala’s guidance, Subha, Kittu and Grandma reach the baby Rhino in their Jungle Jeep. As 
Grandma learns about the captured parents from the baby, Subha tracks steps in the dirt to locate the adult rhinos bound and trapped in electric cages. She promises to reunite the baby 
with her family.

Kittu tries to steal the keys from the unsuspecting henchmen and fails, while Subha’s attempt to cut the electrified fence backfires. The alerted henchmen fire at the heroes, causing them 
to split up and scurry into the jungle. 

Running terrified, the baby Rhino falls into a ditch and Subha, who lost communication with the others, struggles to pull the baby out.

Mani scolds his henchmen for failing to stop the heroes and brings out his electric saw to cut the Rhino horns.

Watching through Gholu’s camera, a horrified Bala alerts Grandma that they must drain the electrical generator using the Jeep’s inverter to stop the saw. Sending Gholu to fetch help, 
Grandma and Kittu dash towards the generator but Mani’s henchmen trap them. With no one to stop them, Mani steps up to cut down the Rhinos’ horns.  

Subha pulls the baby Rhino from the ditch, but hearing the roaring electric saw, she calls for Shakti. The Tiger jumps into action and they charge to rescue the others. Panicked by the 
enraged Tiger, the henchmen haphazardly fire tranquilizer darts, which Subha and Shakti evade and free Granny and Kittu. Kittu plugs the Jeep’s inverter to the electric generator. As 
Bala’s program drains electricity from the saw and the cages, Gholu returns with a Rhino herd that smashes the cages and frees the adult Rhinos. 

Fearing defeat, Mani captures the baby Rhino and feels in his van.   The heroes give chase. As Shakti closes on the van, Subha shoots her arrows to puncture the van’s wheels, and 
topples the vehicle. The Rhino herd charge the van and destroy it. Mani and his henchmen escape into the jungle, yelling and cursing the nature heroes for foiling their plans.  
The Rhinos are reunited with their baby and the herd thanks the nature hero family. They all mark the adventure with a smiling selfie. 

SAMPLE EPISODE #2 - RHINO POACHING



Scheming to rid all Tigers from the jungle, Gani and Oni infest the Tiger lake with remote-controlled virus-nanobots, which infect the unsuspecting Tigers. Gholu notices the Tigers in pain 
and sends a distress signal to the HQ.

THEME SONG. 

The nature heroes receive the signal and spring to action. At the Tiger Habitat, Grandma learns from Shakti that the lake water made the animals sick. Kittu and Subha scan the water to 
locate the cause of the sickness but can’t find any results. 
With the Tigers getting worse, Grandma leaves to get medicinal herbs from the Jungle. Following Bala’s suggestion, Subha and Kittu use Bala’s shrink gun to turn miniscule and slide into 
Shakti’s stomach to find the cause of the mysterious sickness.  

Oni commands the nano-bots inside Shakti to attack the kids while Gani releases his spider bots in the jungle to stop Grandma. 
 
Inside Shakti’s stomach, the kids get separated. Subha falls into a dark chamber and is scared, while Kittu encounters the nano-bots that chase him into the slimy intestine. Bala identifies 
the robotic nano-bots and tells the kids that he could reprogram the swarm if they retrieve one of the nano-bots.  Following the sound of Kittu’s screams, Subha fights her fears and jumps 
out of the dark chamber to rescue him, but the vicious nano-bots overwhelm and surround them.
In the jungle, Grandma and Gholu encounter the Spider bots. Despite her Kung-fu efforts, the bots surround her.
The Tigers wheeze and puke, getting worse by the minute. Bala is tense and helpless.
Oni and Gani command their robots to ‘Eliminate the nature heroes’.
When all hope seems lost, nature’s help arrives. Heeding Grandma’s call, wild termites and ants help her knock down the Spider bots. Grandma races back to the habitat with medicinal 
herbs.
Inside Shakti’s tummy, as the nano-bots prepare to strike, Subha and Kittu tickle the stomach wall.  Shakti growls and sneezes forcefully, spewing out the kids. On her way out, Subha 
grabs onto a nano-bot to bring back to Bala. 
Furious at the nature heroes, Oni commands the nano-bots, turning the swarm into a giant spider-robot to destroy everyone.  
Subha returns to normal size and fights the nano-robot spider, while Kittu scans the nano-bot and sends it to Bala, who reprograms the swarm. Oni loses control of the swarm and the 
giant spider robot collapses. The two villains yell and curse the kids for ruining another glorious plan. 
Grandma arrives with the herbs and her potions cure the Tigers. Saving the day, the nature heroes purify the Tiger lake and mark the adventure with a smiling selfie!

SAMPLE EPISODE #3 - NANOBOTS



Robotic rats - When Oni and Avo-Cado infest the village with robotic rats, they heroes scramble to contain infestation before the rats wreck havoc in 
the village. 

Robot Bulldozer - When Blimey unleashes an unstoppable bulldozer deep in the jungle, the nature-heroes desperately try to stop it before it destroys 
the Bengal Tiger’s habitat. 

Missing vehicle - When Bala’s special all-terrain-vehicle mysteriously disappears hours before his special safari date, the nature heroes track clues 
on land, in water and in the air to retrieve the vehicle. 

Forest fires - When Jara sets a fire in the jungle to clear out the animals, the nature-heroes team up with wild-elephants to stop the destructive fire 
and save the baby animals trapped in it. 
 
Grandma missing - When the villains kidnap Grandma to communicate and control the Bengal Tigers, the kids team up with the wild animals to trace 
her location before the out-of-control Tigers rampage into the village

ADDITIONAL STORIES 


